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Alzaro

Unique Features
The Alzaro features a single frame design 
that ensures the lift is extremely strong, 
highly stable and very reliable.  The legs open 
and close electronically and the battery can 
be plugged in for external charging.    It is 
ideal for hands-free lifting and transferring 
of patients up to 160kg/352.7lb.  With a 
hexagon-shaped push handle, and an overall 
width of 68.7cm/27”, the Alzaro can easily be 
moved by one caregiver for use in multiple 
rooms.  The high quality casters ensure 
smooth rolling and the rear casters lock to 
prevent accidental movement.

Optional Accessories
The Alzaro comes standard with a loop 
spreader bar but can easily be fitted with a 

self-balancing cradle for clip slings (manual 
or powered), or a weight scale.  

Quality
Our products are designed and manufactured 
to meet all the requirements of relevant ISO, 
UL, IEC and EN standards. At every stage 
of the development process, every single 
product is given extensive attention in 
design, development and manufacturing.  
This means that a user of this product feels 
confident with its reliability and the caregiver 
feels confident with its safety.

The Alzaro is the perfect choice when a strong, sturdy floor lift is 
required.  The Alzaro features a curved boom which allows for a 
greater lifting height without the user getting too close to the lift.  
With an optional balancing cradle or a loop spreader bar, the Alzaro 
ensures all lifting requirements can be met.

Curved Boom
Optional Cradle

High Reach
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Curved Boom
Allows for a greater 
reaching height without 
getting too close to the 
user.

Hexagonal Push Handle
Comfortable width makes 
it easy to move lift from 
room to room.

Spreadable Base
Electrical  adjustment 
from handset or control 
box.

Tested to all relevent 
standards, including 
ISO 10535, hoists for 
the transfer of disabled 
persons.

Spreader Bar
Standard with lift.  Fits 
most loop slings.  
Upholstered cover may 
be used (Part no. 50866)

Self-Balancing Cradle
Manual or electric.  Fits 
clip slings.  Must be 
ordered with lift at time of 
purchase.

Hand Control
Four functions.  Included 
with lift.  Lift arm up/
down, electrical leg 
spreading.

Wheels
Rear wheels feature kick-
brake.  Diameter 125mm.

Use to/from a bed
Use to raise/lower a 
patient from/to a bed.

Use to/from a chair
Use to raise/lower a 
patient from/to a chair.

Use to/from the toilet
Use to raise/lower a 
patient from/to a toilet.

Alzaro

Part No. 11000490 IP Rating IPX4

Width 68.7cm / 27” Turning Radius 148cm / 58.3”

Length 118.3cm / 46.6” Front Wheels
Rear Wheels with Brake

10cm/4”
12.5cm/5”

Height Arm Lowered: 86.3cm / 34”
Arm Raised1: 195.3cm / 76.9”

Battery Pb battery 24V DC/2.9Ah, 
2x 12V/2.9Ah Li-ion battery

Height from Floor 11.3cm / 4.4” Weight 45kg / 99.2lb

Adjustable Leg
(Min - Max)

Outside:  67.9cm - 119.6cm /26.7” - 47.1” Weight Capacity 160kg /352.7lb

Sound Level 48dB (loaded) while lifting
52dB (loaded) while spreading legs

Accessories

Technical Specifications

Lifting Situations Features

1 Measurement based on arm mast at highest setting

Technical Specifications
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